
 

 

 

Chapter 11 Case Study 

Fundraising Challenges & Ethics 

NOTE: There are often multiple ways to respond to a case study, although some approaches 

may be better than others. Feel free to explore perspectives and points of view as you ponder 

how you might resolve these situations. Ambiguities and missing facts in the case study are 

intentional, and we seldom have the luxury of having all the facts at our disposal when trying to 

make decisions. 

 

Reading of the Will 

You have been Director of Major Gifts for the Susan Nyman Performing Arts Center for 15 

years, during which time you have become friends with a number of the Center’s faithful 

donors. The Center has an operating budget of around $12 million, and you have been able to 

build a solid donor base that brings in approximately $3 million a year in gift income. 

 

Sadly, Randall Actwell, one of these friends you became particularly close with, recently died. 

Actwell was a well-known philanthropist in the community. In fact, one of your performance 

spaces is named the Randall Actwell Theater. It took you five years of hard work to get Actwell 

to commit to a naming gift of $1 million, and it was one of your proudest moments.  

 

About a month after Actwell’s death, one of the board members mentioned to you that there is 

going to be a reading of the will for the family and close friends this week. You have no reason 

to attend the 1:00 pm reading on Tuesday, and so you were surprised to get a phone call this 

morning from one of Actwell’s lawyers giving you a heads-up that you’re named in the will. The 

lawyer calls you back in the afternoon with the official news. Actwell left you a piece of choice 

property in the community, which after a quick online search, reveals it has an estimated 

market value of $180,000. The lawyer also tells you that the Performing Arts Center will receive 

the remainder of Actwell’s estate once all the beneficiaries are paid. The Center will likely get 

about $750,000. 

 

Unknown to you, one of your less than discrete board members attended the reading of the 

will. That evening, this same board member attends a garden party, and in casual conversation 

with a group of people, including a local reporter, she mentions that Actwell had you in his will. 

The reporter texts you the following day and wants to interview you that afternoon about the 

Actwell will and the contribution coming to the Center. She says she is working on a more  



 

 

 

comprehensive story profiling Actwell for the Sunday paper arts section, and her deadline is in 

two days.  

 

Rather than text, you call her and tell her your schedule is jammed up today (which it is), and 

you can’t fit in a meeting. You give her a statement acknowledging the generous gift to the 

Center and express your surprise about being named in the will. The reporter asks what you will 

do with the money, and you deflect her question by saying you are exploring your options.  

 

After you end the call, you begin to ponder what you should do again. Ethically, you know you 

should not be profiting from your relationships with donors, and in fact, it looks terrible that 

you were named in the will. However, you remind yourself the Center will get a big gift, which is 

excellent news. You suddenly realize that you haven’t kept the Executive Director and your 

boss, the Development Director, in the loop about this whole thing. Whoops. Emailing them is 

probably not the best thing to do. The matter requires a quick strategy meeting. Maybe they 

will have some ideas on how this bequest to you should be handled  

 

You are still puzzling over why Randall willed you a piece of property. In normal circumstances, 

it would be perfectly fine to accept this bequest. But as a development officer, you know you 

are not supposed to benefit from your work with donors. You also worry if other wealthy 

donors may have included you in their wills. What if this type of situation pops up again? This 

kind of ethical gaffe could be a real problem. Besides discretely, how do you approach donors 

to check they haven’t left you in their wills or estate plans?    

 

Should you sell the property and donate the proceeds to a charity? Should the charity be one 

you support or one that was Actwell closely associated with? Or you should take the proceeds 

from the sale and donate the money to the Center? Is there an opportunity to turn this 

problematic bequest into a win for the Center and get some PR value out of this donation? 

Should you call the reporter back and give a more definitive statement about what you will do? 

Your initial response could be interpreted to mean you are considering keeping the eventual 

proceeds of the property sale.  

 

Alternatively, you could take a less ethical path, sell the property, pay taxes, and invest the net 

proceeds. You wonder if maybe there is a way to avoid taxes on the sale of the property. 

Perhaps you could put the sales proceeds into an IRA? After all, ethics aside, you could use this 

money to boost your retirement portfolio. What’s your risk tolerance level if your fundraising 

colleagues find out what you did?  



 

 

 

You step back and realize you can’t possibly think about keeping the money. How would this 

look to other staff, your board, and other donors in the community? What a mess. (Adapted 

from Marilyn Fischer’s Ethical Decision Making in Fund Raising, p 114.) 

 

Case Study Post-Mortem 

When you think about this case study, it’s crucial to expand your view of the issues it raises by 

zooming out a bit. Here are a few things to consider:  

 

Assuming the Director of Major Gifts (DMG) takes the path of publicly acknowledging that they 

will not be benefiting from this bequest, the property will be sold, and the net proceeds 

donated to the Arts Center, what steps do you think need to be taken to ensure this doesn’t 

happen again? For example, if the DMG was following the ethical standards of the Association 

of Fundraising Professionals (AFP), then why did Actwell bequeath the property to the DMG? 

Shouldn’t Actwell have known that this would be a problem? Was Actwell not informed by the 

DMG about the “rules of the road,” so to speak? The AFP Code states fundraisers should not 

benefit from their professional relationships with donors.  

 

Does it matter if the DMG wants to take the land sale proceeds and donate them to a charity 

they support or that Actwell supported? Should the DMG have that discretion? Does the Arts 

Center have any leverage over the DMG in how these funds are distributed?  

 

What are some of the other issues that need addressing about how professional relationships 

are managed between staff and donors? For example, whose job is it to provide oversight of 

the Center’s fundraisers? Is it collaborative and collegial oversite of peers monitoring peers, or 

should the supervisor be checking on the staff’s compliance with ethical standards?  

https://afpglobal.org/
https://afpglobal.org/ethicsmain/code-ethical-standards

